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Howdy Pistolaros and Friends,

I n f o :

It’s not news, but it continues to be darn hot here in south central
Texas, and our relaxed dress rules are still in effect. Regardless of how you
dress, please keep drinking lots of fluids during our match. And, keep an eye
on your shooting pards…if you wait until you’re thirsty to drink, you’ve waited too long.
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Monthly Match
August 5, 2017
•

Range gate opens
at 9:00 AM

•

Match Registration
from 9:00 to 9:30
AM.

•

Mandatory Shooters
Safety Meeting at
9:30 AM.

•

Match Starts at
9:45 AM
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Our July match had a turnout of over 30 shooters, and that speaks well of
our Club and our stages. Kudos to all Pistolaros for helping us to improve and grow our Club.
If you think someone might be interested in CAS, invite him or her out to observe and maybe
try a run on a stage. Growth is good, in more ways than one.
We will have our August match on Saturday, August 5th. Sheriff Robert Love has provided us
scenarios that should prove be challenging as well as fast.
We will host our every other 3rd Saturday Wild Bunch match on Saturday, August
19 . Speaking of Wild Bunch, the Comanche Valley Vigilantes, Cleburne, Texas, will host the
Texas State Wild Bunch Championship November 4 and 5. I encourage all of our WB shooters
to attend. It’s a chance to match your skills against some of the best, learn a thing or two,
and have a great time. To register, use the form at this link.
http://www.comanchevalley.org/02017%20Wild%20Bunch%20Texas%20State%
20Championship.doc
th

Our range, A Place To Shoot, has implemented a new policy effective immediately.
NO gun carts or wagons are permitted to enter/exit through the sales area/showroom. We
will use the side gates we normally use to enter, but APTS folks will have it open when we
conclude our matches as well. (The reason given to me was that they are doing extensive
remodeling, including floor refinishing. The tires on our carts and wagons can pick up loose
gravel and rocks, and have scratched the old floor at times). Regardless of the reason, I don’t
think any of us will mind using the shortcut!
The Texican Rangers have elected to host the Texas State Cowboy Action Shooting
Championships again on April 12-15, 2018. As with this year, it will coincide with Comancheria Days. For 2018, the event will be limited to the first 216 shooters. To give you an idea,
Comancheria Days 2017 had over 300 participants. If you want to attend, (and I promise if
you haven’t yet, you will have a blast) I would get my application in as soon as it becomes
available. On page 4, there is a proposed schedule for the event.
Just a reminder that I will be having eye surgery on July 26th, and my doctor is adamant
about no exposure to sweat, dust, dirt, etc. for 4 to 6 weeks post op. So, the other officers
will be conducting our match in August and possibly September.
Shoot straight, shoot often, and shoot safe(ly)!
Regards, Bexar Bill Brocius

Match

Starting

Time

And

Access to the Cowboy Action
Shooting Range will be available
only after A Place To Shoot opens
at 9:00 AM.

Matches start at 9:45 AM.
Registration will close by 9:30,
With the shooter’ Safety Meeting
to follow.

Please do not attempt to enter
the range parking lot via the dirt
bypass road.

Please, present no bills larger
than $20 at registration.

Please enter the CAS range
through the side gates by the
pistol range or around the right
side of the building,

Range

Guest shooters must read and
sign a liability waiver before the
match.

Rules

The gate to the CAS range should be
closed during a Match. Be aware
that visitors may come on to the
CAS range who are not familiar
with CAS safety protocols.
Members having concerns or complaints about range issues shall
communicate those issues to the
Pistolaros club officers.

South Texas Pistolaros Guest Shooter Policy
Visiting shooters unknown to club members but possessing a valid SASS Membership who wish to register as a competitor
will be a assigned a Pistolaros Officer or member as a “shooting buddy” for at least one stage. New-to-CAS individuals or
guest without a valid SASS membership but with a documented knowledge of safe firearms hand skills (LTC, NRA certification, etc.) who desire to participate in a club match will be referred to the Range Master, or other designated Officer, for
on-site orientation. If time permits, the orientation will be held before the match. If the Range Master and Match Director
concur, the individuals will be assigned a mentor and permitted to register as a competitor.
Any person who have not completed any type of formal firearms training but wish to participate in CAS will be referred to a
formal CAS orientation session to be provided by the club. The orientation session will use a classroom setting to address
basic firearms safety, handling CAS firearms safely, SASS match protocols, and range and club safety rules. Upon successful completion of the classroom session, attendees will have the opportunity to shoot in a controlled setting on the CAS
range. Cost per students has yet to be determined, but a range fee of $11.00 per person plus the cost of suitable ammunition
is to be expected.

Guest Shooter Liability Waiver Policy
Any contest at a match who is not currently a member of the South Texas Pistolaros mus sign a liability waiver before competing. In the event the paper Individual Score Sheets are not used to record scores during a match, any registered contest
who is not a club member must first read and sign a liability waiver before shooting.

Gun Show Schedule
Local Shows
August 5-6, 2017
SA Events Ctr.
8111 Meadow Leaf
SAXET Gun Shows
San Antonio, Texas
(361) 289-2256
August 19-20, 2017
Austin Hwy. Gun Show
1948 Austin Hwy.
austinhwyeventcenter.com
San Antonio, Texas
(210) 242-3683

Area Shows
August 26-27, 2017
New Braunfels Civic Center
Liberty Gun Shows
New Braunfels, Texas
(210) 708-6645

August 12-13, 2017
John L. Kuykendall Area &
Events Center
Eagle Outfitters
Llano, Texas
(210)371-3001

August 12-13, 2017
Richard M. Borchard Regional
Fairgrounds
SAXET Trade Shows
Corpus Christi, Texas
361-289-2256
August 26-27, 2017
Kinsland Community Center
Wild Weasel Productions
Kingsland, Texas
(830) 992-5291

Dates and locations of gun shows are subject to change, so please contact the show before traveling.

“Frangibles???”
Are They Even Real Bullets?
First, the disclaimer. The projectiles discussed in this article are all “real bullets.” Many will outperform the traditional lead bullet in self-defense applications. Just because many frangible projectiles
will disintegrate when they strike steel, they do behave quite differently when they strike organic targets…like cowboys.
Over the last ten years or so, there have been a number of “lead free” bullets developed to cater to those
ranges (or states) that regulate the use of lead bullets or lead shot. An added benefit is that they do not
ricochet.
Frangible ammunition is no different than normal target ammo except for the bullet construction. Frangible bullets are made from compressed copper powder, and do not have a “jacket.” Whenever the bullet strikes something harder than itself at full speed, it crumbles to pieces, meaning no ricochets. That
also means there’s reduced risk of damage to the steel targets themselves from frangible ammo.
Modern powder metallurgy techniques can fabricate bullets from mixtures of powdered metals
(typically tin, copper, zinc, and/or tungsten). These are compressed at room temperature to produce a
high-density material. Mechanical interlocking and cold welding bond the metals together as they are
pressed directly to the desired shape.
The more commonly encountered “sintered” bullet manufacturing techniques use heat treating powdered metals at temperatures below the melting point. Another process binds the powdered metal with
an adhesive or polymer in an injection molding process.
“Sintered” bullets have become “industry standard” for pistol-caliber target ammunition. Sinterfire ™
(www.sinterfire.com) bullets are tapered in shape to accept a taper crimp.
So, what are the advantages of using “sintered” bullets?
1. No lead residue on your fingers at the reloading bench.
2. No lead residue to scrape out of gun barrels.
3. No ricocheting lead bullet pieces smacking posse members in the face.
4. When used with “green” primers, there are few hazardous residues to deal with.
What are the disadvantages of using “sintered” bullets?
1. Sintered bullets require a (light) “taper crimp.” Roll-crimping can break the bullet. (.45 ACP uses a
taper crimp. .38 SPL commonly uses a roll crimp.)
2. Achieving optimal cartridge OAL requirements for a particular lever-action rifle may require changing sintered bullet weight/length. (Heavier = Longer Bullets.)
Beans Ahgin

Proposed Schedule for SASS 2018 Texas State Championship
The Texican Rangers will once again host the SASS 2018 Texas State Championship. Comancheria Days 2018 will be
April 12-15, 2018.
Comancheria Days is the Texican Rangers’ annual club shoot. The shoot is held in the spring, usually in April (for 2018
the dates are April 12-15). Shooters come from far and near to enjoy this fun-filled event. 2018 will be the SASS Texas
State Championship
•

The events start with WBRO, RO I and II classes on Wednesday.

•

Thursday finds a Wild Bunch and Plainsman matches and lots of exciting Side Matches including Fastest Pistol,
Rifle, Shotgun, Pocket Pistol,Derringer, BAMM, Blazing Saddles and King of the Hill. Long Range competition
will also be occurring on Thursday.

•

The Main Match starts on Friday morning with five of the ten stages being shot. Friday evening folks gather under
the lovely spreading oak trees to enjoy some good food, camaraderie and Side Match awards.

•

The remaining five stages are shot Saturday morning. Saturday evening finds folks in their finest period clothing
enjoying a wonderful meal at the awards banquet.

•

Our Costume Contest Saturday night will award 1st, 2nd and 3rd places in the following categories:
Lady, Gentleman, Couple, Military and Soiled Dove.

•

Sunday is a little quieter and starts off with Cowboy Church followed by the fun event known as Man-on-Man
where you really get to see how you handle pressure, you never know who will be the last man standing!

Treasurer’s Report
July 2017
Beginning Balance
Match Range Fees
Match Fees+Membership
Range Materials (EZ Up & Paint)
Membership Dues
Ending Balance

Do You feel like writ’n
something…………
$6,728.91
$280.32
$805.00
$216.26
$120.00
$7,157.33

Books are open for inspection by any paid up member with too
much time on his or her hands.

If you do, submit your
articles, photos or anything else, to the director of publications no
later than the 25th of
each month.
Send to Beans ahgin at:

saltrifle@gmail.com

Cheers,

Monterey
Michael W. Simpson
Treasurer, South Texas Pistolaros

Requirement for getting a clean match pin……...
It’s simple, have no misses and or procedures!

Reloading 45ACP Hints

Figure One

Figure Two

Figure Three

For the Wild Bunch shooters who are new to reloading Browning’s perfect pistol ammo, here are a couple of reloading tips
strictly from my experience. I tried IMR Trail Boss (TB) for my
ACP loads but it was just too much fouling occurring for my
1911. I switched to Alliant Bullseye (BE) and no fouling problems. However BE and many other powders you may choose
have much less volume than TB for any given bullet and velocity
parameters. As always I single stage reload with a Lee press. I
throw charges for 50 cartridges at a time, verify charges, and then
seat bullets. For my 45 Colt loads with TB I can check charges
by sight. The 45 Colt case is empty, properly charged, or overflowing from double charging TB. For BE in ACP I use a small
wooden dowel to reference correct charge of BE. I got to thinking it might be quicker to inspect by eye for ACP so I ran a test. I
purposely threw a double charge of BE in a rack of 49 properly
charged shells. Looking straight down you cannot tell a double
charge from a proper charge. (Fig 1 end of dowel on double
charge) Only from an angle can a difference be seen and then not
real obvious. So I will stay with my dowel check for proper
charges. Figure two is the dowel with a proper charge, figure 3 is
dowel with double charge test.
Finally a shout out to Sheriff Robert Love. A couple years ago at
Comancheria days he saw that I was having ammo problems with
my 1911. He took a quick look and recommended I start using a
factory crimp die. It puts a factory crimp on the cartridge rather
than the roll crimp from my Lee seating die. I still seat the bullets
with the lee die but do not crimp. I use the factory die to crimp.
Another reloading step but the result is a drastic reduction in my
ammo defects. I still run all ACP rounds through a Frankford Arsenal bullet checker to confirm proper configuration. I would rather find the odd non-conformant shell with the checker rather
than on the firing line. As always, just my $0.02.
SaukValley Sam

WECOME NEW MEMBERS
Colorado Horseshoe
PJ Mugwump
Caprock Kid

2017 Wild Bunch Shooting Schedule
August 19, 2017 - Wild Bunch Shoot
October 21, 2017 - Wild Bunch Shoot
December 16, 2017 - Wild Bunch Shoot

Dear Valued SASS Members:
After careful consideration and evaluation of the countless requests and movements regarding
scoring methods for Cowboy Action Shooting™, the SASS Board of Directors do hereby decree
that effective immediately, all SASS Sanctioned Cowboy Action Shooting™ matches are to be
scored using Total Time.
A direct email has been sent to all Club contacts, SASS Sanctioned match directors, and event
organizers giving notice to this effect and requiring immediate changes to match planning to
accommodate the change.
SASS Sanctioned matches will no longer be allowed to use any other scoring method.
We feel strongly that this monumental change will garner great support and appreciation from
you- our valued members.
Respectfully,
Misty Moonshine

The TG Corner
Misty Moonshine have posted the above on the TG forum and emailed all the SASS club contacts. Here is
some information that might be useful.
Now that the official SASS Scoring Method has been declared officially as using only Total Time (as of July
13, 2017), No official suggestion or rule has been communicated by SASS yet, but plenty of discussions
are happening on the SASS Wire and SASS TG Wire, the questions are as follows:
How do we score a Stage DQ?
How do we break ties?
How do we score a Stage DQ?
The SASS RO1 Handbook recommends using 999.00 for a SDQ for Rank Point scoring, but we are now
using Total Time. The SASS Program Help Notes recommend slowest time + a given number of seconds
for a SDQ. The suggestion is to score a SDQ by taking the number of targets for that stage X 5 seconds
and adding a given number of seconds, such as 30 seconds. As of now, it’s up to the clubs to decide, as
the SASS Program recommends/suggests options. The TGs are compiling club suggestions. Several options as noted on the SASS TG Wire are listed below.
Flat 150 seconds
Target value (# of targets X 5 seconds) + 30 seconds (as recommended in the SASS Program)
Slowest shooter time + 30 seconds (as recommended in the SASS Program) Keeps the slow shooters in the game as some have stage times of 150 seconds or more Penalizes the SDQ earner putting them at the end of the slower shooters Creates unequal value to the penalty for different stages. If SDQs were earned on different stages, then the penalty is different.
(Continued on Page 7)

TG Corner Continue……….
How do we break Ties?
The SASS Handbooks nor the SASS Program Help Notes suggests how to break ties, but past Rank Point
ties have been sorted out by which shooter had the fastest Total Time. Ties could also occur with the Total
Time scoring method. Consideration for decision making: Category Ties and Overall Ties. The TGs are
compiling club suggestions. Several options as noted on the SASS TG Wire are listed below.
Total Rank points
Number of stage wins between the tied shooters
Shoot-off
- Would require a shoot-off stage setup and time to have the shoot-off
- Awards might be a Saturday night, then no activity the next day
Award both shooters
Means Match Directors need to scramble around for extra awards for any category or over
all tie
Pick random stage from match; fastest shooter on that randomly chosen stage wins.
Whichever shooter had the less time in penalties (Misses/Procedurals/Minor Safeties)
• Example: Shooter A: 3 Misses and 1 Procedural = 25 seconds; Shooter B:
• 1 Miss = 5 seconds; Shooter B = winner
The above is based on higher matches than locals clubs. For the South Texas Pistolaros using the
A.C.E.S. scoring system, it is automatic set for SDQ as 150 seconds. If a slow shooter is on a posse, the
SDQ time will be the slower shooter”s time plus 30 seconds.

Those who could not make
the July 15 practice shoot
missed a chance to meet
Grumpy Gramps who was
visiting from Australia and
dropped in to shoot. He
did get to practice some
and we had some great
conversations with him. He
said he is the current SS
champion for Australia.
Photo of Chugwater Slim
and Grumpy Gramps

